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   PRESS RELEASE 
          Brussels, May 8th 2020 

 

GERMANY: subsidy for “hot air” at DB Long Distance Trains 
Corona crisis: financial support for long-distance passenger rail  

should be fair for all companies 
 

It is now well known that the German rail incumbent Deutsche Bahn AG (‘DB’) has 
asked for an additional eight to ten billion euros by 2024. Our two associations - mofair, 
the Association of Independent Passenger Rail Operators in Germany, and ALLRAIL, the 
Alliance of Passenger Rail New Entrants in Europe - now demand complete transpar-
ency as to why these funds are needed and what exactly they will be used for.  
"When it comes to compensating the rail infrastructure manager DB Netz or the station 
manager DB Station&Service for lost income due to the crisis, this is correct and im-
portant," says mofair President Christian Schreyer, and continues: "but it must be 
ruled out that additional taxpayer money is used to support the commercial opera-
tions within the DB Group, especially DB Long Distance Trains (DB Fernverkehr) and 
its exclusive sales facilitator DB Sales (DB Vertrieb), while their competitors are not 
reimbursed“. Otherwise there will be massive competition distortion. 

Long-distance passenger rail operators in Germany are ‘open access’ and have to cover 
their costs out of the revenues from ticket sales. However, in the coronavirus crisis, 
passenger numbers plunged and the operators have had "negative revenues" due to 
the cancellation compensation they have had to pay out. The only way for privately 
owned long distance operators to contain the damage and have a chance of resuming 
services after the crisis was to stop operating in the latter part of March 2020. 

This was not the case at DB Long Distance Trains. Despite the extremely low demand 
in the crisis, it still maintained 73-75% of its scheduled services (measured in seats & 
train kilometres respectively). This has resulted in a lot of “hot air” being transported 
through Germany for no reason. And, although leisure journeys were no longer al-
lowed to take place, DB still offered promotional discounts such as saver fares and su-
per saver fares.  

Being a limited company, any responsible corporate governance at DB Long Distance 
Trains would have meant that it should have averted or at least attempted to minimise 
the impending financial damage from COVID-19, similar to what the privately owned 
long operators did. There can only be two reasons as to why DB decided otherwise, 
and both are very alarming: 
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1. There was a - possibly implicit - agreement between the DB and its owner, the fed-
eral government. Namely: the government imposed that DB Long Distance Trains 
maintain such a high level of services.  After the crisis, the government will then show 
its appreciation for the fact that this was done - despite it making no economic sense 
– by reimbursing DB for the costs of doing so.  

However, the federal government should have then imposed such an obligation on 
other long distance operators too. After all, competitors on both domestic and cross-
border routes were and are just as willing and able to continue their previous services 
against reimbursement of the costs. Staff and vehicles are available. How this could be 
done is shown in neighbouring Austria, where the government obligated not only the 
state-owned incumbent ÖBB but also the privately owned WESTbahn to keep up an 
hourly service between Vienna and Salzburg by means of a temporary public service 
obligation (PSO) award. 

2. DB used the opportunity to put pressure on the federal government. In a crisis situ-
ation, the state is very inclined to provide financial aid to stabilise the economy. DB can 
solve many other previously existing problems with additional funds. The immense 
amount of eight to ten billion euros being asked for made speaks for itself.  

"Whatever the situation, DB and the German government must make it transparent 
and understandable how much money is needed for which purposes. The real objec-
tive cannot be to support those DB subsidiaries that compete with privately owned 
entities; instead financial support must be fair for all companies” mofair’s Christian 
Schreyer emphasises.  

ALLRAIL’s Secretary General Nick Brooks continues: “a functioning European rail market 
is crucial to the rail sector’s recovery and growth after the COVID-19 pandemic. The EU 
and its Member States must ensure that all existing long distance operators can quickly 
resume business activity as soon as the crisis is over. It is not acceptable for the coro-
navirus crisis to be used as a reason for a Member State to give preferential treat-
ment to state-owned companies that are in direct competition with private ones". 
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About mofair: 
 
The association mofair e.V. was founded in 2005. Its members are the independent, 
privately owned passenger rail operators in Germany. The association is committed to 
the completion of market opening and to ensure non-discriminatory access to infra-
structure in rail transport. The aim of the association is to ensure a high-quality public 
transport market under fair conditions so that public mobility can develop into a 
growth market with secure jobs. 
 
Contact person: 
Dr. Matthias Stoffregen 
Managing Director 
Telephone +49 30 53 14 91 475 
matthias.stoffregen@mofair.de 
 

About ALLRAIL: 
 
The association ALLRAIL asbl was founded in 2017. Its members are independent, pri-
vately owned passenger rail operators and ticket vendors in Europe, all believing that 
faster market opening is the only way to achieve modal shift to rail and help Europe 
achieve the ambitious climate change targets as set down in EU Green Deal. Wherever 
market opening has occurred so far, it has led to improved service quality, reduced 
fares, new jobs and higher demand for rail, which is good news for the environment. 
 
Contact person: 
Nick Brooks 
Secretary General 
Telephone +32 485 832 991 
nick.brooks@allrail.eu 
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